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The Turn of the Screw, by Henry James

In A Nutshell
The Turn of the Screw is easily one of the most influential ghost stories of all time. Not only

does it appeal to those of us who like a good thrill, it is also a model for any aspiring writer of

suspense. Henry James's text is famous for its lasting mysterious qualities; though the story

originally appeared over a hundred years ago in 1898, it still stumps readers everywhere to this

day. Its many confusing twists and turns have sparked debates between critics since its

publication, and the story has been examined from all kinds of different angles – from

psychoanalysis to literary criticism. Part of what's so fascinating about it is the fact that James

himself never clearly came out and told readers what he intended them to believe, and it's this

ambiguity that makes it one of this prolific author's most famous, talked about short stories.

Visit Shmoop for much more analysis:

• The Turn of the Screw Themes

• The Turn of the Screw Quotes

• The Turn of the Screw Summary

• Also: literary devices, characters, trivia, audio, photos, links, and more

Big Picture Study Questions

1 In your opinion, are the ghosts real, or are they manifestations of the Governess's

imagination?

2 What exactly is so scary about Peter Quint (well, aside from the fact that he's dead)?
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3 Why are the Governess and Mrs. Grose so disturbed by the idea that the children might

know about the illicit relationship between Miss Jessel and Peter Quint?

Visit Shmoop for many more The Turn of the Screw Study Questions
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